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Having watched the development of UK Media over the last 70 years I am sickened by watching the 

self flagellating, self congratulation, of the numerous UK Media award ceremonies. 

While in the 70's we used to laugh at the gay producers in the BBC, known at the time as the Bum 

Boys Club, we are now horrified by the perverted freak show accepted in London media circles as 

the norm;  The Woke Show. 

 

OFCOM, who have been in control of the UK Media output over this time have failed at any point to 

halt this degrading slide into depravity. 

It was not any accident that the UK London Media Newsprint organisations also slid down this road 

to Armageddon. 

It was also not any accident that in the 70's, women's magazines like Cosmopolitan were 

indoctrinating our beloved women into the divergent goal of equality & unrestricted sex.  

An a-moral & perverse destruction of the foundations of love & marriage. 

 

OFCOM, at the time, showed little restraint on the programmes that were based on infidelity & 

perversion. 

Little did we know, how far down this road, society would go. 

 

At first, of course, The BBC and others were quite committed to providing a balanced output for 

their viewers. 

The BBC actually had a writers workshop to encourage new ideas & scripts.  

But then something went horribly wrong. 

Whereas in the 60’s, our political elite regarded Television as a moronic occupation for the masses 

they suddenly realised that they could use it to manipulate public opinion. 

Television production then became the target of massive technological investment, & programme 

production was taken out of the hands of creative artists & placed under the control of faceless 

bureaucratic production teams. 

These teams were used to plant diversity themes into all story lines, game shows & eventually 

news items. 

 

OFCOM sat on it hands & did nothing. 

 

The general public were at first confused at this change of direction. Gay marriage was promoted 

as the norm. Lesbian sex was the new thrill. Drunken infidelity was an every day event. 

This gave people a licence to Behave Badly. And they did. 



 

Religion & morality were frowned upon. 

The media rigged elections with fake stories. 

And politicians were forced into the front line with current events programmes. 

The public were still totally oblivious that anything was wrong. 

 

The Administration in the form of The Cabinet Office took a firmer grip on OFCOM with direct 

instructions on the daily News cycle. Now a 24 hour event. 

Political scandals were concealed, foreign wars downplayed & financial fraud completely 

whitewashed. 

Known at the time as “The Consensus Reality” a viewpoint was agreed which would be played out 

to the population. 

This of course protected the Civil Servants, politicians & bankers from embarrassing stories 

leaking out. 

 

OFCOM still sat on its hands. 

 

The Government Administration found this new found freedom allowed them to do all sorts of 

financial frauds without any consequences. The media protected them whatever they did. 

This allowed them total freedom in the UK Parliament as well. Civil Servants were bribed without 

consequence & the Political Elite put through decades of Parliamentary Legislation.  

Parliamentary Legislation which was for their own benefit & for their business associates, friends 

families & relatives. 

 

The Circle Of Deceit. 

This was now a perfect circle where London ruled the country with bribes & pedalled influence 

nationwide. 

They even murdered opposition MP's if they couldn't blackmail them. No one could touch them. 

They raided The Land Registry. 

They stole every public owned asset they could get their hands on; Roads, parks, common land, 

beaches, land, buildings, farms, factories, National parks, local parks, council estates. 

 

OFCOM still sat on its hands. 

 

The destruction of the World Trade Centre on 9/11/2001 to start the Forever Wars Agenda, was a 

particularly good example of the power they had to manipulate real world events using The Media. 

They exerted their power over the UK & now The World. 

They bullied, blackmailed & corrupted countries all over the world. 

 



The USA was pushed into attacking; Afghanistan for personal profit, Iraq for personal profit, Libya 

for personal profit, Syria for personal profit. etc etc. 

Wars were hidden from the public in Africa & Asia. 

The Stock Exchange loved them. They were making massive profits for shareholders who had no 

moral compass. 

 

Unfortunately, in their egotistical arrogance they had moved outside of their own Consensus 

Reality & into the wild west.  

A wild west where they had failed to protect themselves. 

They had destroyed the integrity of the London Financial System, they had destroyed the integrity 

of the worldwide  Bar British Judicial System. 

They had destroyed International Law.  Oops. 

 

This left them open to Oligarchs, gangsters, mafias & ancient dynasties. 

They had already made enemies of the British Security Agencies & the Armed Forces. 

And we're fast haphazardly exposing the corruption of The Royal Family. 

The Royal Family that every Civil Servant & politician had made an oath of allegiance to. 

The Royal Family that the Consensus Reality told us was just a Token Monarchy. 

The Royal Family that actually still ruled the UK & over 50 countries worldwide. 

 

OFCOM still sat on its hands & did nothing. 

 

But the subject of the public's ire & disgust was now focused on the BBC. Who still forced us to 

pay a £170 licence fee for failed programmes..  

It had given up entertaining the public & substituted government propaganda from the Behavioural 

Insights Team, fake diversity, fake racial equality, fake sexual equality & political correctness gone 

mad. 

This once great Royal institution was by now a parody of LGBTP wokeness used as a tool to 

confuse & control the population. 

 

But can we really blame Auntie BBC for this depraved journey into hell & back. 

Can we really blame OFCOM ? 

When they are controlled by The Cabinet Office & “The Media & The Government Department For 

Culture, Media & (Trans) Sport.” 

Can we really blame The Royal Family & our current Net Zero King Charles III ? 

Or are there hidden evil forces within the World Economic Forum & The World Health Organisation 

who control us. 

Or hidden forces in The City, who want to Rule the World with the WEF & the WHO. 

 

No doubt OFCOM & the BBC could tell us the answer. 



 

http://RealNewsUK.com  

 

Ofcom is the regulator and competition authority for the UK communications industries. It 

regulates the TV and radio sectors, fixed line telecoms, mobiles, postal services, plus the airwaves 

over which wireless devices operate. 

Dame Melanie Dawes joined Ofcom as an Executive Board Member and Chief Executive in March 

2020. 
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